sports

Ruggers down Dalhousie

By Charles Cox

Rebounding from losses to Boston Mystic and Harvard, the MIT ruggers defeated Dalhousie University (Halifax, Nova Scotia) last Thursday. Dalhousie teared the Boston area last week, playing Harvard, Old Gold, and MIT among others.

Fred Beretta ‘79 and Drew Jaglon ‘78 each scored a try for the Engineers before Dalhousie could set its rhythm. John Kasarianjian ‘78 boosted a penalty goal for MIT and converted another Jaglon try to give the Engineers a 17-4 halftime lead.

In the second half, a long breakdown by Al Housa ‘78 set up another Beretta try, which Kavanajian converted. Dalhousie added a final try to end the scoring, and the Engineers left the field 23-8 victors.

Roundup

Lights outrow Cornell, Columbia

By Glenn Brownstein

MIT’s varsity lightweight crew defeated Cornell and Columbia on the Hurdon River last Saturday. The crew pulled ahead of runnerup Cornell by 111⁄2 lengths at the start. They increased their lead by another length at the 1000 meter mark, and ultimately won by a full four lengths over Cornell, with Columbia another 21⁄2 lengths behind. The JV lightweight crew was also victorious, finishing its race 23 seconds ahead of rival Cornell.

The Mathematics A-league team once again captured the MIT Chess crown in a forlorn-plagued season. A team from the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science department finished second, one-half game behind. In B-league, ATO ran away with the title, having five wins and being held to a draw only once. Their dominating 12-0 victory over the WC4 Players swept their C-league divisions, with WC-4 coming out on top of TEP 311⁄2-11⁄2 in their playoff match.

This year’s total of 25 teams was a six team increase from last year, the first year of IM Chess.

Five-goal performances by Ambrose Orlando and Earl Cotta paced Springfield College to a 20-8 victory over MIT’s varsity lacrosse (3-10) team at Briggs Field Saturday. Bill Tagturi and Eric Alterman scored three times each for the victorious Indians, who built a ten-goal lead over three periods, and then struggled through a wild twelve-goal, eight-penalty, rain-filled fourth quarter to gain their third win of the season.

Cornell’s Zuerndorfer ‘78 scored his eleventh goal of the year and added three assists to lead the Engineer scoring attack, which took 50 shots (the second largest total this season) and featured goals by seven different MIT players.

MIT faces Vermont at home Wednesday at 4pm.
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AMIGOS:

Add these words to your basic vocabulary now, whether or not you’re planning to trip to Mexico soon.

SPANISH

chocho

gargarizando

sacamuelas

bullas

manteca

pantufa

ENGLISH

childish old man

gargling

quack dentist

soft coal

lard

bedroom slipper

Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe an informed consumer is an informed consumer.
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